**Front Load Washers**

4.4 Cu. Ft.

**Perfect Steam™ Washer with LuxCare™ Wash, SmartBoost™ and IQ-Touch™ Controls**

**Signature Features**

**The Most Effective Stain Removal with SmartBoost™**

Unlike other washers, our washer with SmartBoost™ premixes water and detergent before the cycle begins, maximizing the cleaning power of the detergent.

**Perfect Steam™ Removes Tough Stains**

Unlike many washers, our Perfect Steam™ rises from the bottom, gently lifting dirt and stains from fibers.

**Thorough Cleaning with LuxCare™ Wash System**

Our LuxCare™ Wash System offers a thorough clean with improved wash actions, temperature control, and smart load sensing.

**15-Minute Fast Wash**

Quickly deep cleans the items you need most.

**Product Dimensions**

- Height: 38"
- Width: 27"
- Depth: 32"

**More Easy-to-Use Features**

**Sanitize Option**

Certified to kill and remove 99% of bacteria and 95% of allergens.

**StainSoak™ Option Eliminates Pre-Treat**

Unlike other washers, it starts by premixing water, detergent, and stain remover before the cycle begins to create a powerful, yet gentle cleaning solution. Then, the temperature, tumbling actions, and time are optimized based on the stain you select.

**Energy Star®-Certified Most Efficient**

Meets the strictest criteria for efficient performance. In fact, you can save 40 gallons of water per week on average, compared to a leading high-efficiency top load washer.

**10-Year Motor Warranty Plus Lifetime Tub Warranty**

Rest easy knowing your washer is backed by a 10-year motor and lifetime tub warranty.

**SmartBoost™ Keeps Colors Vibrant, Longer**

Exclusive SmartBoost™ technology delivers an exceptional clean in cold water, so your favorites stay flawless and colors stay vibrant, longer.

**Perfect Balance® System & Second Floor Guarantee**

Balances loads for smooth, quiet operation. So quiet you can even run your washer on the second floor or near bedrooms without noticing it.

**Fresh Water Rinse Removes Residual Detergent**

We use fresh water in our final rinse to ensure more detergent is removed, which is gentler on sensitive skin and provides better fabric care.

**Fits More Rooms with Reversible Washer Door**

With reversible washer door, four-way venting, and a standard 27" platform, our products are designed to fit just about anywhere you want to put them.

**Available in:**

- Titanium (TT)
- Island White (IW)
27” FRONT LOAD WASHER

**Capacity:** 4.4 Cu. Ft.

**FEATURES**
- Pull-to-Open Door
- IQ-Touch™ Controls
- Perfect Steam™ Wash System
- Balance System
- Perfect Balance®
- Sound System
- Luxury-Quiet™
- Lighting
- Luxury-Design™
- Pull-to-Open Dispenser Drawer
- Wash System
- LuxCare™
- Integral Water Heater
- Wash Drum
- Stainless Steel
- Automatic Temperature Control
- Automatic Water Level Adjustment
- Auto Prewash Detergent Dispenser (Liquid/Powder)
- Auto Bleach Dispenser (Liquid Only)
- Auto Detergent Dispenser (Liquid/Powder)
- Auto Fabric Softener Dispenser (Liquid Only)
- Tumble Speed (RPM)
- Spin Speed (RPM)
- Reversible Door
- Automatic Leveling Legs
- ENERGY STAR®
- Most Efficient
- NSF® Certified / Sanitize

**CYCLES**
- Heavy Duty
- Whitest Whites
- Normal
- Casual
- Colors
- 15-Min. Fast Wash
- Delicates
- Rinse & Spin
- Clean Washer

**OPTIONS**
- Wash / Rinse Temperature Combinations
- Temperature Selections
- Add Steam
- Spin Speed Selections
- Soil Level Selections
- Delay Start
- End-of-Cycle Chime

**INSTALLATION OPTIONS**
- Freestanding
- Under Counter*
- Stacked (Under Dryer)
- Pedestal
- Hidden (In Closet)
- Second Floor

**ACCESSORIES**
- Luxury-Glide® Pedestal with Spacious Storage Drawer—Titanium – PN # EPWD157STT
- Island White – PN # EPWD157SIW
- Dryer Stacking Kit – PN # STACKIT7X
- Drain Hose Extension Kit – PN # 137098000

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Color –
  - Titanium
  - Island White
- Power Supply Location
  - Top Right Rear
- Water Inlet Location
  - Top Left Rear
- Voltage Rating
  - 120V / 60 Hz
- Connected Load (Watt Rating) @ 120 Volts†
  - 1,200
- Watts @ 120 Volts
  - 1,200
- Amps @ 120 Volts
  - 12
- Shipping Weight (Approx.)
  - 230 Lbs.

*Side-by-Side units in under-counter installation require custom-built countertop and/or cabinetry.
†An electrical supply with grounded three-prong receptacle is required. The power supply circuit must be installed in accordance with current edition of National Electrical Code (NFPA 70) and local codes & ordinances.

**Front Load Washer Specifications**

- **Product Weight** – 213 Lbs. / **Shipping Weight** – 230 Lbs.
- **An electrical supply with grounded three-prong receptacle is required.** The power supply circuit must be installed in accordance with current edition of National Electrical Code (ANSI/NFPA 70) and local codes & ordinances. *(Do not use same circuit as dryer.)*
- **Voltage Rating** – 120V/60Hz
- **Connected Load (kW Rating) @ 120 Volts = 1.2 kW**
- **Amps@120V = 12A**
- **Equipped with 120V 3-wire power supply cord, approx. 60" long.**
- **Always consult local and national electric & plumbing codes.**
- **To maximize detergent effectiveness, ambient temperature should never be below 60°F.**
- **Can be installed alone, with or without optional 15" pedestal drawer, or stacked beneath matching Electrolux Dryer, which requires installation of optional dryer stacking kit. (For installation details, refer to instructions included with optional pedestal or stacking kit or on web.)**
- **Can be built in alone or with matching Electrolux Dryer (side by side or stacked) in closet, recess or under counter installation with 0” minimum clearance around sides and back of unit(s). To achieve 0” minimum rear clearance when installed with dryer, dryer MUST be vented straight back or with quick-turn 90° elbow. Steam dryer requires additional 3/4” steam hose clearance at back of unit(s). Installation of closet door(s) requires additional 1” minimum clearance between front of unit(s) and door(s). Location of plumbing, exhaust and utility hookups MUST be considered when planning any built-in installation.**
- **Under-counter installation requires custom-built countertop and/or cabinetry to accommodate unit(s) height.**
- **Leveling legs supplied to level washer properly and reduce excessive noise and vibration.**
- **H/C water faucets MUST be installed within 42” of washer’s water inlet and MUST be 3/4” garden hose type, to connect to 48-1/2” inlet hoses.**
- **Water pressure MUST be between 30 and 120 psi with NOT more than 10 psi pressure difference between hot and cold.**
- **Drain required with standpipe diameter of 1-1/4” min. and height of 24” min. / 96” max. above floor, capable of eliminating 17 gallons per minute. Attached 59” drain hose can reach 79”-high standpipe.**

**Installation Clearances:**

Washer can be built in alone or with dryer (side by side or stacked) in closet, recess or under counter installation with 0” minimum clearance required around sides and back of unit(s). To achieve 0” minimum rear clearance when installed with dryer, dryer MUST be vented straight back or with quick-turn 90° elbow. Steam dryer requires additional 3/4” steam hose clearance at back of unit(s). Installation of closet door(s) requires additional 1” minimum clearance between front of unit(s) and door(s). Location of plumbing, exhaust and utility hookups MUST be considered when planning any built-in installation. For additional installation details, refer to Product Installation Guides on web.

**Under Counter Installation:**

Installation of washer alone or side by side with dryer under counter, requires custom-built countertop and/or cabinetry to accommodate unit(s) height.

**Stacking Units:**

Stacking dryer above washer requires use of optional Stacking Kit (PN# STACKIT7X) with modified utility hookup locations for dryer. For complete installation details, refer to instructions included with Stacking Kit or on web.

---

**Optional Accessories**

- **Pedestal Drawers – Titanium (PN# EPWD157STT), Island White (PN# EPWD157SIW).**
- **Dryer Stacking Kit – (PN# STACKIT7X).**
- **Drain Hose Extension Kit – (PN# 137098000).**

---
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High standards of quality at Electrolux Home Products, Inc. mean we are constantly working to improve our products. We reserve the right to change specifications or discontinue models without notice.